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Stock the pantry with holiday baking ingredients

M

any holiday traditions begin with
family and friends gathered in
the kitchen or around the dinner
table. Food is an integral part of celebrating Thanksgiving, Christmas and Chanukah, and key components of each holiday
are tied exclusively to food.
Come the holiday season, many people
gather to make delicious desserts for
holiday dinners or even as gifts. The right
ingredients are necessary to produce a
bounty of baked goods. It’s also essential
to ensure those ingredients are fresh, as
age can compromise the taste of some
spices, and leavening ingredients like
yeast, baking soda and baking powder
may lose efficacy over time.
Flours: All-purpose flour is versatile and
useful in many recipes. In addition, bread
flour, cake flour and pastry flour have
attributes that make them better suited
for their respective jobs than all-purpose
flour. Individuals who follow certain diets,
including gluten-free diets, can find
alternative flours that can be substituted
in many different recipes.
Baking soda: This leavening agent is
activated when it is combined with acid
and heat. That is why it is often paired

with citrus juice, buttermilk and sour
cream.
Baking powder: This leavening agent
is baking soda mixed with a powdered
acid and cornstarch. If baking soda is the
only leavening agent, it will not require
the addition of another acidic ingredient.
“Double-acting” means carbon dioxide
bubbles will form during mixing and again
during heating.
Yeast: Yeast takes more time to
metabolize and cause doughs to rise
than other leavening agents.
Sugar: Granulated sugar is the most
common sugar found in recipes.
Confectioner’s sugar (powdered sugar)
is used in frosting and icings. Brown
sugar is refined sugar with molasses
added, and is used in certain recipes, like
gingerbread.
Salt: Granulated table salt is used in
everyday baking.
Unsalted butter: Unsalted butter will be
the default for baked goods unless the
recipe specifically mentions salted butter.
Eggs: Eggs help to bind ingredients
together. Large eggs are most often cited
in many baking recipes.

Milk: Dairy adds moisture and texture
to batters. Alternative milks, such as
soy or almond milk, can sometimes be
substituted, but the resulting texture may
change.
Vegetable oil: Many recipes call for
vegetable oil, which has a neutral flavor.
Shortening: Shortening is a solid
vegetable fat used to make tender baked
goods. Shortening also has a higher
melting point, which helps cookies and
other items retain their shape while
cooking.
Flavorings: It is helpful to
have various spices and
extracts on hand. Cinnamon,
ginger, nutmeg, cloves, and
allspice are some common
baking spices. Almond and
vanilla extracts are quite
versatile and add extra
punch to recipes.
Additions: Mix-ins, such as
chocolate chips,
cocoa
powder,
oats, nuts,
and dried

fruits, often turn up in holiday recipes.
Certain ingredients are essential for
baking and holiday cooks can take steps
to ensure their
pantries are
stocked in time
for the holidays.
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Holiday baking pointers

T

he holiday season is
steeped in tradition.
Baking is one
tradition that comes with
the holiday territory.
Many people may only
bake in November
and December, so it’s
understandable if they’re a
little rusty come the holiday
season. These baking tips
can lead to successful
yields of cookies, cakes
and other holiday treats.
Follow the recipe
carefully
When cooking, it is easy
to add an extra dash of
this or a pinch of that. But
baking is a science and
the ingredients are used
in a ratio to produce a
desired chemical reaction
while cooking. To ensure
success, do not substitute
ingredients unless the
recipe tells you how to do
so, and measure each
addition carefully.

Read up on temperature
Certain ingredients, like
butter and eggs, are
temperature-dependent.
Cold butter in biscuits
helps them to rise up
flaky and delicious.

Eggs brought to room
temperature enable the
emulsification process to
work more readily. The
difference in temperature
can mean a completely
different chemical reaction,
so follow the recipe
accordingly.
Calibrate the oven
Purchase an oven
thermometer, set
your oven to 350 F,
the standard baking
temperature, and see what
the thermometer reads. If it
is different, adjust cooking
times accordingly or have
the oven repaired. Cooking

at the wrong temperature
might mean the recipe
doesn’t turn out right.
Use unsalted butter
Most recipes will call
for unsalted butter
so you aren’t adding
unwanted sodium to the
recipe, affecting dough
consistency and flavor.
Position pans centrally
Pans should be on the
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Spoon out your
measurements
It can be tempting to dig a
measuring cup right into a
bag of flour, but scooping

packs the ingredients
down — potentially
causing you to use more
than the recipe calls for.
Instead, spoon the flour
into your measuring cup
gently and use a straight
edge to level it out. Even
better, use a scale and
metric measurements to
ensure exact amounts of
wet and dry ingredients.

center rack of the oven. If
the oven isn’t wide enough
to put multiple pans side
by side, place them on
different racks and slightly
offset them to enable air
circulation.
Use parchment paper
This unsung hero of baking
can keep cookies from
spreading out on baking
sheets, prevent cakes
from sticking to pans and

may even help batter and
dough bake evenly.
Flip cakes
Cool cakes upside down
on a cooling rack. This will
help flatten out the tops,
which makes it easier to
stack and level cakes for
layered cakes.
A few tips can go a long
way to helping holiday
baking go more smoothly.
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Have a
healthy
shopping
experience

P

eople are more conscious than ever about their
personal health. In late 2019 and early 2020, the
world was introduced to the deadly virus COVID-19,
which spread across the globe like wildfire, requiring various
changes to personal routines and daily life to help corral its
spread.

COVID-19 is just one factor shoppers should consider if they
plan to make healthful changes to the way they prepare for
the holiday season. These health-minded tips can ensure
the holidays are full of joy and personal wellness.
• Shop online. Avoiding crowds and busy places may be
wise until a vaccine is developed. By early summer, many
retailers were allowed to reopen if they implemented strict
policies about workers and customers wearing masks and

cutting store capacities by a certain percentage. Shopping
online enables you to stay closer to home and have gifts
either delivered or made available for curbside pickup.
Many retailers, including small mom-and-pop stores, have
implemented new e-commerce options to increase their
online shopping capabilities.

• Stay well fed and hydrated. Marathon shopping sessions
at the mall may get your gift list checked off, but you may
feel ill if you don’t eat and drink. Stop for a healthy snack,
and drink plenty of water so that dry, indoor air doesn’t
contribute to dehydration.
• Alleviate back pain. Heavy bags, lifting and inspecting
items at arms length from racks or shelves and wearing a
heavy purse can contribute to back pain. Minimize such

movements to ensure a shopping trip doesn’t end with
some aches and pains.

• Touch only what you plan to buy. While the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and other health
organizations have said it is unlikely that people can
contract COVID-19 from handling packaging, do not pick up
products and put them in your cart unless you plan to buy
them. Compare items with your eyes, not your hands.
• Wash hands frequently. Remember to frequently wash
hands during shopping ventures or when returning from the
store. In the absence of a sink, use hand sanitizer that’s at
least 60 percent alcohol to prevent the spread of germs.
Staying healthy this holiday shopping season means taking
a proactive approach to avoid germs and illness.
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Handmade gifts are personalized and special

2

020 has been year unlike any
other. A global pandemic affected
communities in every corner of the
globe, and many people found they had
much more time on their hands due to
stay-at-home restrictions. That extra free
time may have opened up the opportunity
to re-engage with old hobbies or start
entirely new ones. Such endeavors may
have resulted in items that can make ideal
handmade holiday gifts.
Crafting or engaging in other creative
pursuits is a great way to pass the time
and alleviate anxiety related to selfquarantining. Katie Carey Levisay, a
clinical neuropsychologist in Denver, said
that crafting requires focused attention and
forces a person to be completely immersed
in the moment. For those who prefer to
continue to avoid crowds until COVID-19
is in the world’s collective rearview mirror,
producing handmade gifts also cuts down
on trips to shopping malls and other
retailers.

Those interested in making handmade gifts
this holiday season can consider these
ideas.
• Jewelry: Most craft stores now have
entire aisles dedicated to making
jewelry. From earring posts and loops to
necklace brackets and all the essentials
in between, jewelry crafters can create
something fitting for the special people on
their lists.
• Candles: Candles add light, warmth and
aroma to help a home feel cozy. With
some basic components, such as a wax
source, wick, tint, and scent oils, it’s easy
to make candles. Pour the wax into a
favorite vessel, such as a mason jar or
delicate teacup.
• Handmade soaps: Those who dabble in
candles may want to parlay those skills
into soapmaking as well. Soaps can be
crafted relatively easy and packaged
as part of the ultimate homemade

spa package.

• Oven mitts or skillet handle covers:
Gift that special home chef with custom
oven mitts and a coordinating skillet
holder for popular cast-iron cookery. An
easy pattern, some durable fabric and
some basic sewing skills are all that’s
needed.

• Handmade blanket: Those who love to
knit or crochet know the bounty that can
be made with needle, hook and yarn.
From homemade afghans to cozy slippers
to scarf and hat sets, the options are
endless.
• Food: Those whose talents lean more
toward culinary than crafty can pour their
holiday love into delicious desserts or
tasty tidbits.

Handmade gifts provide an opportunity to
offer personal and meaningful gifts that can
make the holidays that much more special.

PENN
LANES

!

Renovated alley with updated menu
It’s time for Fun!

OH-70215596

Gibson the
Florist
Flowers • Gifts • Collectibles
for every occasion

OH-70210615

740.363.1394
19 W. Winter St • Delaware

Penn Lanes House Special New Winter Hours
Monday, Tuesday,
Up to 5 Bowlers. Shoe Rental
Included. 2 Hours of Bowling, Wednesday and Thursday:
2:30pm - 9:00pm
One 12" 1-Topping Pizza,
Friday: 2:30pm-10:00pm
1 Pitcher of Soda
Saturday: 2:00pm-10:00pm
$35.50 +Tax
Sunday: 2:00pm-9:30pm
Coupon required. Valid Monday – Thursday only.

451 Pennsylvania Ave,
Delaware, OH 43015

740-369-7949
www.pennlanes.com
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Home holiday decorating ideas

T

he holidays often involve purchasing gifts for
close friends and loved ones as well as making
a delicious meal the entire family will love. But
nothing sets the holiday scene and overall mood more
so than beautiful decorations and other seasonal
accoutrements.
Many people leave no room untouched for the holidays,
meaning color schemes or trinkets may carry through
from top to bottom. Decking the halls this season can be
made even easier with some of these handy ideas.
Holiday timeline
If you keep holiday photo cards each year, put them
in chronological order and hang them from a piece of
garland from the mantel or drape on a staircase banister.
This can be a fun way to see how your own children or
other members of the family have grown.
Make mini evergreen displays
Clip your favorite pieces of evergreen and push the

stems into floral foam. Display in small vases or other
containers and place in groupings to emulate an
evergreen forest.
Plan the outside
Exterior illumination and other exterior decorations share
the holiday spirit with others. It can be overwhelming
trying to visualize it all without a plan in place. Take a
photo of the house and map out where you want lights
and decorations to go. Then with your “map” in hand,
you can more readily purchase supplies and start
decorating.
Go for a specific natural color scheme
If you desire an overall holiday feel but aren’t interested
in Santa figurines or kitschy elements, decorating with
color in mind can be key. It’s easy to tie things together
with some natural elements in your desired palette. For
example, white, gold and green may look beautiful. Put
boxwood clippings and white amaryllis flowers together.

Pine cones, twigs and holly pieces also can add touches
to mantels, doorways and table centerpieces.
Ornaments elsewhere
Who says ornaments only have to go on a tree? Display
antique or favorite ornaments by hanging them from
beautiful ribbons throughout the home.
Scent the scene
Hang something aromatic on the tree to mingle with the
pine. Fresh cinnamon sticks tied with twine or ribbon can
be nestled among the boughs. Another scented idea is
to make pine cone candles and use pine or cinnamon
scents to make them smell just like the season.
Holiday decorating gets a hand from some creative
ideas. Always follow safety precautions, especially when
using candles, hanging lights and plugging in multiple
items to electric sockets. With ingenuity and safety in
mind, holiday decorations can be
extra special.
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T

he holidays wouldn’t
be complete without
a delicious meal
to share with family and
friends. A holiday roast is
often the centerpiece of
festive occasions. Having a
go-to recipe for this classic
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main course makes holiday
preparations that much
easier.
Utilizing a slow cooker to
make a beef roast reduces
time spent in the kitchen,
affording hosts more
opportunities to mingle

Beef Roast With Dark Rum Sauce
Makes 6 servings

Slow cooker meal makes
holiday entertaining a breeze

1 teaspoon ground allspice
1
⁄2 teaspoon salt
1
⁄2 teaspoon black pepper
1
⁄4 teaspoon ground cloves
1 beef rump roast (about 3 pounds)
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 cup dark rum, divided
1
⁄2 cup beef broth
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 whole bay leaves, broken in half
1
⁄2 cup packed dark brown sugar
1
⁄4 cup lime juice

with their guests. That’s
just the idea behind this
recipe for “Beef Roast With
Dark Rum Sauce” from
“Crock•Pot® 356 YearRound Recipes” (Publications International, Ltd) by
Crock•Pot Kitchens.

1. In a small bowl, combine allspice,
salt, pepper, and cloves. Rub
spices onto all sides of roast.
2. Heat oil in skillet over medium heat
until hot. Sear beef on all sides,
turning as it browns. Transfer to a
slow cooker. Add 1⁄2 cup rum,
broth, garlic, and bay leaves.
Cover; cook on low 1 hour.
3. In a small bowl, combine remaining
1
⁄2 cup rum, brown sugar and lime
juice, stirring well. Pour over roast.
Continue cooking on low 4 to 6
hours, or until beef is fork-tender.
Baste beef occasionally with sauce.
4. Remove and slice roast.
Spoon sauce over beef to serve.

A skillet supper makes
for easy entertaining
“Almond Chicken With
Peaches and Roquefort”
Serves 2

R

oasts and hams
certainly may get
a lot of fanfare for
holiday dining, but chicken
is a versatile food that is
mild enough to be molded
into whatever flavor profile
cooks desire. Chicken
also can be dressed up
so it easily competes with
other protein sources
for top billing on holiday

tables.
Easily cooked on the
stovetop in a flash,
this recipe for “Almond
Chicken With Peaches
and Roquefort” from “125
Best Chicken Recipes”
(Robert Rose) by Rose
Murray can be customized
and multiplied depending
on the size of the crowd.
While peaches may not be

in season where you live
during the holidays, simply
substitute two small pears,
which work well for fall
and winter meals. Serve
with crisp green beans
and lemon couscous,
which is easily made
by adding 1⁄2 teaspoon
grated lemon zest and 1
tablespoon fresh lemon
juice to warm couscous.

2 skinless, boneless
chicken breasts
1
⁄4 cup all-purpose flour
Salt and pepper
1 egg, lightly beaten
3
⁄4 cup sliced almonds
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
2 unpeeled peaches, sliced; or 2
small pears, cored and sliced
1
⁄4 cup dry white wine
or chicken stock
1
⁄4 cup whipping cream
2 tablespoons Roquefort
or Gorgonzola cheese

1. Place chicken breasts between two
pieces of plastic wrap and pound to
an even thickness of about 1⁄4 inch.
Dredge in flour mixed with 1⁄4
teaspoon each salt and pepper.
Dip each breast in egg and coat
with almonds.
2. In a large skillet, heat half the oil
over medium heat. Add chicken and
cook about 5 minutes per side,
turning once, until golden and no
longer pink inside. Remove to a
warm platter and keep warm.
3. Add remaining oil to pan and heat
over medium heat. Add peaches (or
pears) and cook 1 minute. Stir in
wine and bring to a boil; cook 3
minutes to reduce. Stir in cream,
cheese and salt and pepper to taste.
Cook stirring, until thickened.
Spoon sauce around the chicken
and serve.
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How to host virtual holiday celebrations
T
he 2020 holiday season
figures to be vastly
different than seasons
past. The novel coronavirus
COVID-19 has transformed daily
life in many ways. The public
has become accustomed to
wearing masks while shopping,
limiting the number of people
in public venues and keeping
their distance from friends and
loved ones. Many events have
been reimagined as virtual
celebrations because of social
distancing protocols. For those
with large families or people
with inherent risk factors that
make them more susceptible
to illness, sharing the holidays
over video conferencing apps
may be the safest way to go in
2020.

The following tips can help
holiday hosts make the most of
a virtual holiday experience.
Pick a bright, festive spot
Set up your tablet, smartphone
or computer in a bright area
with a festive backdrop. You’ll
want others who join the virtual
hangout to be able to see you
clearly. A Christmas tree or
a decorated fireplace in the
background can set the scene.

Choose the right conferencing
app
Certain programs may work
better than others depending
on your needs. For example,
if everyone has the same
operating system platform (iOS
or Android), you may be able
to use an app inherent to that

system, which won’t require a
separate download or login.
Apps also may be chosen
depending on how many people
can be invited in, as some set
limits. Do your homework and
conduct a test run prior to the
holidays.
Keep props nearby
If the goal is to open gifts
virtually, be sure to have
everyone gathered and gifts
nearby so no one is scrambling
in and out of view.

Position the camera at eye
level
Try to set up the camera so
you’re not looking up or down.
Practice looking straight into the
camera instead of at yourself in
the minimized window or even

others on the screen. This way
you’ll appear engaged.

Use mute when not speaking
Muting yourself (and
encouraging others to do
the same) when you are not
speaking will limit the amount of
background noise. As the host,
serve as the moderator and
encourage everyone to speak
one at a time. Choose a visual
cue to signal when someone
has the floor to speak, such as
raising a hand or even showing
a festive picture.
Tune into virtual worship
While some places of worship
have reopened to some
capacity, others may still be
offering hybrid services. If your
place of worship offers services

via YouTube or another video
platform, gather around and
watch together and participate
just as if you were there in
person. Better yet, share the link
with other family and friends so
they can tune in as well.
Share dinner ‘together’
Set up your camera source so
it captures the holiday table. All
parties gathering virtually can
then sit down to the holiday
meal as one and enjoy one of
the season’s more endearing
traditions.
Virtual celebrations may
continue through the holiday
season. Adapting with some
video conferencing tips can
ensure everyone enjoys the
festivities.
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Help isolated loved ones this holiday season
In addition to seasonal cabin fever, this year another
factor comes into play: social distancing and voluntary
quarantine as a result of the novel coronavirus COVID19. Even those who may venture outside to socialize,
particularly around the holiday season, may be hesitant
or unable to do so to help prevent the spread of the virus.
In these instances, friends and loved ones can mitigate
feelings of isolation in
various ways.

A

phenomenon called “cabin fever” tends to set in
around late autumn or in midwinter. Long hours
of darkness coupled with cold, inclement weather
often is a recipe for increased time spent indoors. For
people who live alone, the effects of cabin fever might be
more pronounced.

Schedule video chats. Video conferencing apps have
become the communication vehicles of choice during
the era of social distancing. Different applications and
services continue to evolve and help people stay in
touch. Plan regular chats, either once or twice per week
with isolated or vulnerable people. Try to organize a large
group chat on the holiday itself so no one has to spend
Christmas or Chanukah alone.
Drop off supplies. Even though supermarket shopfrom-home and other delivery services have normalized
somewhat since the start of the pandemic, treat
individuals who may be isolated to some personalized
attention. Put together care packages of supplies or
holiday treats and deliver them in person so you can

see the smiles that result from being able to visit with
someone familiar.
Send uplifting messages. Children or even adults can
make personalized cards and mail them to loved ones at
home or those who may be in long-term care facilities.
Send new mailings every week or two so that residents
always have something to look forward to in the mail.
Start a virtual club. A book club or another shared
interest can be the catalyst for more frequent
communication. A club puts everyone on the same page
and enables them to come together, via phone or video
chat, for a discussion.
Ask for help learning a new skill. Along the same
vein as a virtual club, lessons on everything from
woodworking to crochet to making favorite holiday
recipes can be conducted online. Give an isolated
individual daily purpose and distraction by engaging him
or her with online lessons.
Isolation and feelings of loneliness can affect anyone
who normally suffers from cabin fever. However, this year
it may be more pronounced, as it could be coupled with
social distancing precautions that have already been in
effect for some time.

Schedule
Your Holiday
Cleaning
Service
Today!

If your car’s not happy,
bring it to Snappy’s!

740-917-7100

www.SnappysAutomotive.com

OIL CHANGE SPECIALS

Synthetic Oil Change

*Excludes diesels. Shop supplies and taxes extra. Most cars/light trucks. Oil
change includes up to 5 qts. of motor oil and new oil filter. Cannot combine
with any other offer. Limited time only. Present coupon at time of service to
receive discount/service specified .

Snappy’s Automotive
320 London Road Suite 404
Delaware, OH 43015

Season’s
Greetings!

Wishing You and
Your Family a

Happy Holiday Season!
Buckeye All Stars Cleaning
OH-70210779

1995
$4995
$

Includes a FREE seasonal check-up
• Brake Check • All Fluid Levels Check
• Suspension Check • Lights Check
• Belts & Hoses Check • Tire Safety Check
• Radiator & Coolant Check
OH-70210805

Conventional Oil Change

34 Kirkland St. Delaware, OH 43015
740-675-9306
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Find the
time to
shop for
holiday gifts

T

he holiday season is a busy time of year. So
many activities are packed into a relatively short
period of time, and it is easy to become a tad
overwhelmed by it all. Once Black Friday arrives on
November 27 (or Thanksgiving evening for those who
can’t wait until Friday), holiday shoppers have less
than a month to get all of their shopping done.
Planning, decorating, entertaining, and socializing
takes time away from shopping. To find the time to get
everything done — especially shopping —consider
these time management tips and tricks.
• Shop during off-peak hours. The busiest times of
the day for holiday shopping will be lunch hour during
a business day and right before or after supper time.
Wading through crowds can be time-consuming. Try
to shop when the stores are more sparsely populated

so you can get in and out faster.
• Shop local. Think about patronizing small,
independent retailers. Not only will you enjoy
customized, exemplary customer service, but the
stores probably will not be able to fit as many
customers as large chains. That means you can
browse more readily and shop faster and more safely.
• Schedule online shopping blocks. Pepper your
calendar with blocks of time devoted to online
shopping. This way you can handle it without
distraction and easily check people off of your list.
• Delegate some tasks. Pool your resources with
friends or family members and divide up your
shopping lists. Each person can be in charge of
a different category of shopping. For example, if

you are in charge of gaming gifts, buy all of these
and then distribute them to whoever needed them.
Delegating saves time and lets shoppers avoid
rushing from store to store.
• Take a day off. While it may not be ideal to use
vacation time for holiday shopping, sometimes it can
be an effective way to check off a good portion of
your list. Start in the early morning when the children
are at school and visit as many stores as possible.
Stow away those gifts until you have the opportunity
to wrap them. Make the day off a little more special
by treating yourself to a solo lunch or a midday meal
with a friend.
The holiday season is one of the busiest times of the
year. Finding the time to finish shopping and complete
other tasks is challenging, but possible.
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Tips to
simplify
shopping
and
wrapping

Shop early

The sooner you begin shopping, the more
time you will have to purchase everything
you need and then get it prepared for giving.
While Black Friday and Cyber Monday sales
feature great deals, there are discounts to be
had all year long if you keep your eyes open.
Grab an item here and there when there is
something that catches your eye and fits the
needs of a gift recipient.
Shopping early also affords shoppers a
greater buffer if they plan to do some of
their shopping online. Shipping times have
changed due to COVID-19, which has
disrupted some supply chains and put added
pressure on shipping companies. The U.S.
Postal Service says products and packages
may require more time to be delivered due
to limited transportation availability, so
shopping early can help ensure everything
arrives on time.

Tackle the kids’ gifts first

Watching children’s bright grins and all their
excitement opening presents can make

WISHING YOU A

all the hard work worth it. Be sure that you
shop for all of the gifts for children in your
household first, especially if you play Santa’s
helper. Use opportunities when the kids are
in school or at daycare to bring gifts into the
house and then wrap them. Wrapping as you
go can help to ensure there are no “spoiler
alerts” prior to the holidays.

AND A

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!

Create a wrapping station

A dedicated area for wrapping can
streamline the process. Gift wrapping
supplies can be tough to keep organized
because they’re usually awkward sizes
and can eat up a lot of space. That’s where
a wrapping station can come into play. It
can be custom-made or you can use items
already around the house. A laundry room or
a large closet can be the ideal location for a
wrapping station. Because wrapping paper
rolls are the most cumbersome wrapping
supplies, find a way to corral them. A tall
laundry hamper works, or consider hanging
wrapping paper rolls horizontally on thin
curtain rods attached to a wall or the back of
a door. Simply pull off the amount of paper
you need and cut.
Organize other supplies in a nearby drawer
or organizational caddy. Store gift bags and
tissue paper in a fabric tote bag. Having
everything within arm’s reach cuts down on
time spent searching for supplies.
It’s that time of year for shopping and
wrapping. Ensure it is a low-stress
experience with some time-saving tips.

www.FirstCitizensNational.com
OH-70211530

T

he holiday season is a busy time of
year. People devote many hours to
generating gift lists and planning their
shopping excursions. Shopping can be allencompassing during the holiday season,
but it is only half of the gift-giving equation.
After all of those toys, articles of clothing and
other goodies are purchased, those items
will need to be wrapped and hidden away.
Gift-givers may be looking for ways to make
these tasks just a little easier.
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T

he holidays are an exciting, fun
and joyful time of year. And for
many people, the holidays also are
expensive.
According to the Motley Fool Company, a
financial wellness resource, the average
American spent $882.45 on Christmas
gifts, food, decorations, travel, and other
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While that’s tempting, such a bounty should
never result in financial peril. These six
strategies can make it easy to establish and
stick to a budget this holiday season.

ways to
stick to a
holiday
budget

1. Budget for everything. When working
out holiday spending plans, factor in all of
the expenses associated with the holidays
— not just the most obvious, like gifts.
Costs for gas, parking lot fees, greeting
cards, postage, travel expenses, and
much more should be included in your
final number.

holiday-related expenses in 2019. Around
56 percent of gift shoppers set a budget for
holiday spending, but only 64 percent stuck
to it. In addition, 21.5 percent of respondents
went into debt due to holiday shopping.
Who doesn’t want to have a super holiday
with delicious foods on the table and lots of
presents to share with family and friends?

2. Determine how much you can spend.
Money for gifts and other holiday
expenses should ideally come from your
disposable income. Look at your finances
in advance of the holiday season and
figure out how much extra cash you have
for the holidays, and use that figure to
determine how much you should spend.
Find ways to make up any deficit by
curtailing expenses like dining out or
entertainment extras. Many people plan
to use credit cards to pay now and worry
about the aftermath later. Only use credit
cards if you have the money in the bank
and can pay off the entire bill when the
balance due is in January.
3. Set a spending limit for individuals.

Based on your numbers and how much
you plan to spend overall, start allocating
money to categories, including gift
recipients. Come up with a spending
range for each person and stick to it.

4. Pay in cash as much as possible. It’s
easy to know what you’re spending when
using cash as opposed to credit. There
is some risk with carrying around cash,
but that risk may be offset by the benefit
of spending only what you can afford to
spend.
5. Track all purchases. Save the receipts
and keep a running total of expenditures
so you can see how your spending
is measuring up to your budget. If
necessary, scale back on one category if
you’ve tipped the scales in spending on
another.
6. Shop sales and deals. High-end stores
may have the impressive tag, but their
prices can set you back. Instead, look
for comparable gifts at discount stores
and other retailers. Also, if you must use
a credit card, use one that earns you a
cash-back bonus for added savings.
A holiday budget is a must to avoid
overspending and finding yourself in debt
early next year.

Please Join Us For Our 2020 Holiday Tips &
Tricks Virtual Webinar Celebration
12/23 - 2pm – “Creative Crafts and Family Memories”
12/30 - 2pm – “Festive Fun With The Charcute Queen”

TreplusCommunities.com
OH-70213289

